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Abstract—Software merging is an important activity during software development. Merge conflicts may arise and degrade the software quality. Empirical studies on software merging are helpful to understand developers’ needs and the challenges of detecting and resolving conflicts. Existing studies collect merges by identifying commits that have more than one parent commit. Different from these explicit merges, rebasing branches is used to merge other changes but rewrites the evolutionary history. Hence, existing studies fail to identify implicit merges performed by rebasing branches. Consequently, the results of these studies may fail to provide comprehensive insights on software merging.

In our study, we leverage the recently updated APIs of GitHub to study rebase activities in the pull requests. Our study shows that rebasing is widely used in pull requests. And our results indicate that, to resolve textual conflicts, developers adopt similar strategies shown in existing studies on explicit merges. However, in 34.2% of non-conflict rebase scenarios, developers add new changes during the rebase process. And this indicates that there are some new challenges of validating rebases. Our results provide useful insights for improving the state-of-the-art techniques on resolving conflicts and validating rebases.

Index Terms—software evolution, software merging, merge conflicts

I. INTRODUCTION

Different from centralized version control systems (VCSs), distributed VCSs make it easier to create and merge branches representing different development goals [1] [2]. The pull-requests feature of GitHub makes it more convenient for other developers to contribute their code to the project. The process of incorporating other changes is well known as software merging. Security issues may arise if merged changes are not well examined [3]. And the parallel changes may lead to merge conflicts. One study [4] shows that developers sometimes avoid synchronization by merging, as merge conflicts may interrupt the development process. Therefore, much effort has been devoted to developing tools for detecting and resolving conflicts automatically.

Existing studies [4]–[9] on real-world merge conflicts and resolutions, provide insights on developing tools to assist developers in performing merges. Note that in the context of Git, besides “git merge”, “git rebase” is also used to include other changes into the working branch. As shown in Fig. 1, we present the workflow of “git merge” and “git rebase”. Conflicts may arise and developers’ real intentions on changes may be adversely affected after rebasing [10]. However, we are not knowledgeable about the real-world processes of rebasing branches. Since rebasing branches rewrites the evolutionary history and the previous commits are missing after rebasing [11], existing studies only focus on the “git merge” cases. We wonder whether there exist the same characteristics between merging and rebasing branches. In our paper, we call merges handled by “git merge” explicit merges, and call others handled by “git rebase” implicit merges or rebases.

Only by examining the cloned Git repository from GitHub, we fail to restore the process of rebasing branches1. Fortunately, the recent changes2 of GitHub benefit us to restore rebases and relevant commits, by providing APIs on the HeadRefForcePushedEvent3. After extracting this force-pushed event that happened to the head branch of one pull request, we can have the HEAD commits (e.g., commits 2 and 2’ in Fig. 1(b)) of the previous and rebased head branches. Then, we can retrieve the missing commits from GitHub and then study the rebase.

In this paper, we collect 82 Java repositories from GitHub and identify a total of 51,183 rebase scenarios from the pull requests of these repositories. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive and systematic study to investigate how developers rebase their working branches. Our research questions are summarized as follows:

- **RQ1**: How often do rebases occur in pull requests?
- **RQ2**: When do developers decide to rebase branches?
- **RQ3**: Do textual conflicts arise when rebasing branches?
- **RQ4**: How do developers resolve textual conflicts?

3https://developer.github.com/v4/object/headrefforcepushedevent/
• RQ5: Do developers add other changes when no textual conflicts arise during the rebase process?

The results show that rebases exist in the closed and merged pull requests of each repository. To sync with the updated base branch and keep the evolutionary history clean, developers choose to rebase their working branch. Our results show that textual conflicts arise in 24.3%-26.2% of rebases, and developers tend to resolve conflicts without introducing new tokens into textual files. Comparing to the results of existing studies [5] [6] [9] on explicit merges, we find that the likelihood of conflicts is not significantly different. One study on real-world explicit merges shows that program elements involved in merge conflicts have more code smells than other elements [8]. Our results indicate that rebases may have similar problems, as we find that developers deal with these conflicts by the similar way for explicit merges. Also, we find that developers often modify rebased branches when no textual conflicts arise during rebasing. Based on the above results, after comparing the workflow of “git merge” and “git rebase”, we give some actionable implications for developers and researchers to resolve conflicts and validate rebases.

Overall, we make the following contributions:

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study real-world rebases which also work as software merging.
• The collected rebases can facilitate further studies on this topic.
• We provide evidence that developers deal with conflict rebases similarly for explicit merges.
• We provide evidence that developers need to modify the to-reapply commits during the rebase process.
• We discuss methods that should be improved to assist developers in resolving conflicts and validating rebases.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the background and related works. Section III introduces the study procedure for collecting rebases. Section IV gives answers to each of the five research questions proposed. Section V presents threats to validity. Section VI discusses how to resolve conflicts and validate the final rebases, then Section VII concludes this paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we first introduce the Git utility “git rebase” briefly and then present related works about software merging.

A. Git Rebase

After specifying the new base commit, the “git rebase” utility individually reapplies the commits of the to-do list (e.g., the commit 1 and 2 of Fig. 1(b)). Once textual conflicts arise, Git would ask developers to resolve the conflicts, and then continue the rebasing process. Note that, Git also supports developers to skip this commit, or abort the process.

To facilitate developers to deal with this process, Git provides the interactive mode “git rebase -i” to help them review commits in the to-do list before starting the rebase process. Working in this mode, developers can add, delete, modify, and reorder these commits. And they also can squash and fixup commits of the to-do list. By squashing, developers can meld this commit into the previous commit. And if we fixup, changes will also be melded, but this commit’s message will be discarded. The interactive mode of “git rebase” brings challenges on understanding rebases, as we fail to precisely restore the details of rebasing when we cannot match commits of the previous branch with those of the rebased branch.

Some other default settings should be noticed. For example, if one commit is a merge commit that has more than one parent commit, Git would drop it from the to-do list by default. If developers specify the option on reserving merge commits, Git would recreate the merges, while developers may need to resolve conflicts manually during the interactive process.

As introduced above, rich functions provided by “git rebase” and the missing information on relationships between commits, bring challenges on restoring the actual rebase processes.

B. Software Merging

Mens [12] introduces and concludes the early work about software merging in detail. In this section, we introduce some emerging works on software merging.

To reduce conflicts, existing works focus on task divisions [13] and conflict prediction [14]. Brun et al. [14] design and implement Crystal, which uses speculative analysis to help developers identify, manage and prevent conflicts. Guimarães and Silva [15] propose early detection that continuously merges uncommitted and committed changes to detect conflicts.

Resolving conflicts annoys developers and some works aim to relieve developers’ burden on resolving conflicts. Apel et al. [16] propose the semi-structured merge to assist unstructured VCSs in automatically resolving ordering conflicts. Niu et al. [17] develop a tool scoreRec that recommends the conflict resolutions ordered by estimating the cost and benefit of resolving conflicts. Nishimura et al. [18] develop MergeHelper that exploits the fine-grained change history of Java source code to help programmers understand conflicts between class methods or fields. Zhu and He [19] propose an interactive approach for resolving conflicts of structured merges, by using version space algebra to represent the large set of candidate programs and ranking the candidate resolutions. Xing and Maruyama [20] propose to leverage the automated program repair to resolve behavioral merge conflicts.

Besides assisting developers in resolving conflicts, researchers pay attention to guaranteeing the quality of merges. Recently, inspired by the earlier work [21], Sousa et al. [22] propose the notion of semantic conflict freedom for 3-way program merges, and develop SafeMerge to verify whether one 3-way program merge violates the contract. Ji et al. [23] propose test oracles for different merges including 2-way, 3-way, and octopus merges, and develop TOM to generate tests revealing semantic conflicts.

Researchers conduct empirical studies to investigate real-world conflicts and resolutions. Zimmermann [6] studies the
CVS history of four large projects and finds that between 22.75% and 46.62% of all integrations resulted in a conflict. Mckee et al. [24] conduct interviews of 10 software practitioners to understand their perspectives on merge conflicts and resolutions. And according to the unmet needs of software practitioners, they suggest researchers and tool builders focus on program comprehension, history exploration, etc. Accioly et al. [7] derive nine conflict patterns from semi-structured merge conflicts and find that most conflicts happen when developers edit the same lines of the same method. After conducting a survey, Leßenich et al. [4] propose seven indicators to predict whether conflicts may arise. However, all of these seven indicators are rejected by the real merge scenarios in their following empirical study. Nguyen et al. [25] analyze the collaboration process of four Git repositories at specific periods revealing that a higher integration rate of a project does not generate a higher unresolved conflict rate. And they suggest that Git should merge concurrent changes on two adjacent lines and throw a warning message instead of considering them as conflicting.

Yuzuki et al. [9] study the conflict resolutions at method-level on 779 conflict commits from 10 Java projects. Their results show that 99% (771/779) of conflicts are resolved by adopting one method directly. Menezes et al. [5] conduct a large-scale empirical study on the resolutions of 175,805 conflict chunks from more than 2,700 Java projects. They classify resolutions into different types and study the reasons why these corresponding decisions are made.

Since rebasing branches rewrites the evolutionary history, existing studies fail to study these implicit merges. Different from existing studies that focus on explicit merges, we study rebase cases. In our study, we try to find the difference between explicit merges and rebases. And our results are able to provide more insights on software merging.

III. STUDY PROCEDURE

In this section, we introduce the dataset, pull requests, identifying rebases and restoring the commit history.

A. Dataset

In this study, we aim to investigate rebases among the open-source projects. GitHub provides APIs to track the force-push event in the pull requests. Hence, to study rebases, we need repositories that have a certain number of non-open pull requests. Considering the rate limits of invoking GitHub APIs, we try to collect a medium and reasonable number of popular repositories that have a large number of non-open pull requests. Hence, leveraging the advanced search provided by GitHub, we search for Java repositories that have more than three thousand stars and one thousand forks. After filtering out those repositories that have less than one thousand closed and merged pull requests, we collect a total of 82 Java repositories and these repositories are popular among the open-source community.

B. Pull Requests

After forking the upstream repository and making new changes, developers can create one pull request to contribute their changes. Two basic branches (i.e., the base branch and the head branch) are involved in each pull request. The base branch is where developers consider changes that should be applied, and the head branch is what developers would like to be applied. For example, as shown in Fig. 2, we present the
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The GitHub API v3 URL: https://api.github.com/search/repositories?q=stars:&gt;3000+fork:&gt;1000+language:java+is:public+archived:false+fork:false
pull request #3299 of “k9mail/k-9” by taking a screenshot of this pull request’s webpage. As we can see, the head branch “autocrypt-reply-encrypted” has been merged into the base branch “master”.

During the review process, developers may need to revise their changes by resetting or rebasing the head branch. As shown in Fig. 2, GitHub tracks the changes of the head branch by showing the message “committer force-pushed the head branch from commit to commit”, which is defined as the HeadRefForcePushedEvent. Similarly, GitHub also tracks the force-pushed events on the base branch, by providing the APIs to extract the BaseRefForcePushedEvent.

In our study, we first utilize the GitHub APIs to collect all of the closed and merged pull requests. Then, we extract BaseRefForcePushedEvents and HeadRefForcePushedEvents that happened in each pull request. We finish collecting the pull requests of 82 repositories before April 15th, 2020.

C. Identifying Rebases

For each pull request, we are able to extract the information of its base and head branches, its commits, and the relevant events. Then, we can restore the reviewing process to identify rebases that happened before this pull request is closed or merged.

For example, for the pull request #3299 of “k9mail/k-9” shown in Fig. 2, we restore the changes of the head branch, as shown in Fig. 3. And we can see that, this author force-pushed this branch twice. After the second force-push, the HEAD commit of this branch becomes the commit “b5f2935”, which is the latest commit of these three commits merged into the “master” branch. After cloning the repository locally, we fail to find those two commits “4be89e5” and “2ebf339” by using the Git command “git rev-list”. However, fortunately, we can retrieve the information about these two commits by leveraging the GitHub APIs. For each commit, we are able to collect the information of the author, parent commits, and the patch.

Examining the first force-push, we find that the fork point between two branches changes from “a14d0b0” to “23d7697”. However, as for the second force-push, two commits “2edc936” and “2ebf339” are reset and then commits “495798b” and “b5f2935” appear in the branch. Working with Git, “git reset” is used to reset the evolutionary history by canceling existing commits. The first force-push brings changes of the commits “23d7697” into the branch “autocrypt-reply-encrypted”, while the second force-push does not bring any changes from the “master” branch. In our study, we need to distinguish these rebases from extracted HeadRefForcePushedEvents.

As introduced above, we identify the rebase by comparing commits of the base branch from which the head branch originates. In other words, we need to precisely identify the fork point of the head branch from the base branch. In our experiments, we recursively identify the parents of one commit in the head branch, until we find one ancestor appearing in the base branch but the appearance is not due to merging this pull request. We consider this ancestor as the fork point of the head branch. And to find the fork point of one branch, we just need to focus on the first parent of the commit recursively, since the other parent commits are brought by merging other branches. The remaining problem is to determine one ancestor commit from the base branch. Different from extracting the first-parent commits of the head branch, we need to examine all commits appearing in the base branch. After extracting all commits of the base branch, we are able to identify the fork point of the head branch.

Note that developers are also able to reset the evolutionary history of the base branch of one pull request, and GitHub provides APIs to track this event as the BaseRefForcePushedEvent. By examining this kind of event, we are able to determine the previous base branch. For example, the developer of the pull request #1323 of “k9mail/k-9” force-pushed the base branch. And there is one HeadRefForcePushedEvent before this BaseRefForcePushedEvent. If we miss the BaseRefForcePushedEvent and have the wrong fork point, we would fail to identify this rebase case. Looking at the BaseRefForcePushedEvent, we can tell that the base branch is force-pushed by those developers who have privileges to directly change the base branch. As a result, we need to identify the rebase by examining the head branch with the previous base branch, since the author force-pushed the head branch before knowing the changes of the base branch.

Besides force-pushing the base branch, developers are able to change the base branch to another branch. However, GitHub
does not provide APIs\textsuperscript{3} to show the HEAD commits of the old and new base branches. As shown in Fig. 4, we present one case that the head branch is force-pushed. In this case, we can tell that developers rebase the head branch if we examine the head branch with the base1 branch. However, if we consider the head branch with the base2 branch, we fail to tell that rebasing happens to incorporate the changes from the base2 branch. Different from the BaseRefForcePushedEvent, if the author decides to switch the base branch from base1 to base2, the commits already appeared in the base1 branch would also be merged. In other words, the author of this pull request wants to merge the commits 1, 2, and 3 into the base2. In this case, it makes sense that the author resets the head branch rather than rebases this branch since this author wants to contribute the commit 3 instead of simply updating the head branch. Hence, to reduce the false positives on rebases, we consider the changed base branch to identify rebases. Recall that, we fail to extract the base branches from the BaseRefChangedEvent. If there is some BaseRefForcePushedEvent after the BaseRefChangedEvent, we just need to determine the changed base branch by examining the previous HEAD commit shown in this BaseRefForcePushedEvent. Otherwise, we can determine the changed base branch by examining the pull request.

Finally, we collect a total of 51,183 rebases from 82 Java repositories, and each rebase has two ordered lists of commits that start from different fork points.

D. Restoring Commit History

The locally restored commit history facilitates us to study the rebase processes, by investigating the conflicts and relevant resolutions. For each missing commit in the local repository, we can extract its patch from GitHub via the query “https://github.com/owner/repo/commit/sha.diff”. In our study, we focus on the changes in textual files and do not analyze binary files. Then, we can reapply these commits to the local repository to restore the missing commit history. In this procedure, due to GitHub’s limitations such as returning big patches, we finally restore the commit history successfully for 50,431 out of 51,183 (98.5%) rebases. Considering the costs and benefits of fetching the entire working trees of commits, we do not restore the remaining rebases.

IV. Research Results

In each research question, we introduce the method used and then present the results.

A. RQ1: How often do rebases occur in pull requests?

1) Method: By presenting the detailed statistics on collected rebases, we give a clear overview of rebases that happened in the pull requests of GitHub.

2) Results: As shown in Table I, we present the numbers of identified rebases for each repository. In our dataset, there are a total of 51,183 rebase scenarios identified from 82 repositories. And among these rebases, 35,676 rebases exist in the merged pull requests and 15,507 rebases exist in the closed pull requests. By examining each repository, we find that the numbers of rebases vary significantly. Note that projects that have few rebases identified from pull requests, may have other rebases performed in other development activities.

In our dataset, we have 24,778 out of 326,894 (7.6%) pull requests that have rebases. And in one pull request, developers may rebase the head branch multiple times. We find that 10,071 out of 24,778 (40.6%) rebase-involved pull requests have more than one rebase. For example, the merged pull request #15555 of “hazelcast/hazelcast” has a total of 52 rebases. This pull request survived for more than one month and its 13 commits changed 35 files. It is reasonable that developers need to rebase the head branch frequently to reduce the difference between the base branch and the head branch when they complete a complex development goal.

Naturally, we may wonder whether rebasing the head branch affects developers’ decision on accepting one pull request. Examining the final status of those pull requests, we find that 7,156 out of 99,887 (7.2%) closed pull requests have rebases. These percentages are so close that we fail to tell that rebasing branches affects the final decisions on accepting pull requests. To further investigate whether rebases happen differently in closed and merged pull requests, we calculate the percents respectively for each repository. As shown in Fig. 5, we present the proportions of rebase-involved pull requests among different types of pull requests for each repository. There are some projects in which rebasing branches has been used for a great proportion. For example, we find

\textsuperscript{3}https://developer.github.com/v4/object/BaseRefChangedEvent
that “SonarSource/sonarqube” has the greatest percentage (i.e., 58.8%) of rebase-involved pull requests among merged pull requests. However, examining the distributions and considering the number of pull requests in each repository, we still do not have strong evidence that rebasing branches affect developers’ decisions on accepting pull requests.

**Result 1:** Developers need to rebase branches often, as we find on average 7.6% of pull requests have rebases and 40.6% of them have more than one rebase.

**B. RQ2: When do developers decide to rebase branches?**

1) **Method:** It is difficult to tell when and why developers decide to rebase branches, without consulting those developers involved in identified rebases. However, we are able to infer them by examining the consequences brought by rebasing.

If the head branch of one pull request is created on one much early version of the base branch, the possibility of merge conflicts would increase. Hence, reviewers need to carefully review the difference between the head branch and the base branch. To relieve reviewers’ burden on reviewing changes, the author of one pull request may rebase the head branch to reduce the difference between these two branches. Hence, we measure the size of differences between two fork points to investigate review efforts changed by rebasing. Git and GitHub present the changes in textual files at the line-level. And the numbers of changed files are explicitly shown to developers. Developers can have an intuitive understanding of the size of changes by looking at these indicators. Hence, we measure the size of changes between two fork points by counting the number of changed files and the number of changed textual lines.

Different from the explicit merging, rebasing has the advan-
tage that keeping the commit history clean. Before accepting pull requests, authors may explicitly merge new changes in the base branch into the head branch and then the evolutionary history would be redundant. For example, the author of the pull request #4465 of “k9mail/k-9” commits his changes first, and then merges new changes in the base branch “master” into the head branch by using “git merge”. The reviewer asks the author to rebase the head branch instead of merging commits from the base branch. After rebasing the head branch, only one commit including the author’s changes is merged into the base branch. Hence, in this research question, we check explicit merge commits in head branches.

2) Results: Reducing Difference. As shown in Fig. 6, we present the numbers of rebase scenarios that have different numbers of changed files and changed lines. As we can see, more than half (61.7%) of rebase scenarios have more than 25 changed files between two fork points. Although there is no strict standard on considering the size of changes as large, we still can tell that developers may rebase the head branch when many changes are made to the base branch.

Cleaning History. In a total of 1,156 rebase scenarios, explicit merge commits appear in the previous head branch or the rebased branch. And there are 1,090 rebase scenarios in which the previous head branch includes explicit merge commits while the rebased branch does not. There are 57 rebase scenarios in which the previous head branch does not include any merge commit while the rebased branch includes. In these 57 cases, the merge commit in the rebased branch does not appear due to the rebase process of reapplying commits from the previous head branch. There are only 9 rebases from 8 pull requests whose previous and rebased head branches both include merge commits. We manually examine these 9 rebases to investigate whether developers recreate the merge commits during the rebasing process. We find that the merge commits from 7 rebased branches are missing after the following rebases occurring in pull requests. As for the merge commits of the remaining 2 rebased branches are also reset since we fail to find these merge commits in their final commits. As we can see, developers utilize “git rebase” to remove explicit merge commits in the head branches for most cases (i.e., 1090/1099).

Result 2: When the base branch evolves with many changes or the head branch involves explicit merge commits, developers perform rebases to relieve the burden on reviewing changes in pull requests and keep the commit history clean.

C. RQ3: Do textual conflicts arise when rebasing branches?

1) Method: For each identified rebase, we use “git rebase” locally with default settings to investigate whether conflicts arise. And once conflicts arise, we abort the rebase process.

Given one previous head branch, developers may reset the latest commit and rebase this branch later. As a result, not all of the commits in the head branch are reapplied onto the new base. And as introduced in Section 2.1, developers may use the interactive mode “git rebase -i” to remove some commits from the to-do list. Hence, we need to make sure what commits in the previous head branch have been reapplied.

Each commit records the author date and the committer date. And during the rebase process, the author date would be reserved if developers do not specify the option “--ignore-date”. In other words, if one commit $c_i$ of the previous head branch has the same author date with one commit $c_j'$ of the rebased branch, then we are sure that $c_j'$ appears due to reapplying $c_i$. Considering this default setting on recording author dates and developers’ involvement on other commit properties (e.g., messages and changes) during rebasing, we match commits by comparing the author dates in our study. This strict standard ensures matched results.

According to the matched results, we first classify the results into two main types: (1) missing and (2) non-missing. If some commit in the previous head branch cannot be matched with any commit in the rebased head branch, we consider this rebase missing. Otherwise, we consider it non-missing. As for those rebases that are non-missing, we classify them into more detailed types.

(1) inserted. Looking at the rebased branch, if there are other commits appearing between the matched commits, we consider that new commits are inserted. For example, in the pull request #2007 of “apache/beam”, two adjacent commits “0fafd2e” and “e8405e3” are matched with “b7c28e7” and “6bc464e”, respectively, while the commit “fe110a1” is inserted between “b7c28e7” and “6bc464e” in the rebased branch.

(2) appended. If there are some commits appearing after the matched commits, we consider that new commits are appended. For example, in the pull request #123 of “MyCatApache/Mycat-Server”, the HEAD commit of the head branch changes from “98f13e7” to “a089b23”. The rebased head branch has four commits among which the first three commits are matched with those three commits in the previous head branch. The HEAD commit “a089b23” of the rebased branch fails to be found in the previous branch, thus we consider it as appended.

(3) reordered. If the order of matched commits is changed,
we consider that developers reorder the commits. For example, in the pull request #2147 of “apache/beam”, there are three commits in the previous head branch and three commits in the rebased branch. The first commit of the previous branch appears “2cfca2c2” is matched with the head commit “023ab92” of the rebased branch.

Combining these three basic cases, we have eight different types. As shown in Table II, we show the numbers of rebases that have different matched types. There are 29,325 out of 51,183 (57.3%) rebase scenarios in each of which all of the commits in the previous head branch are matched with those commits of the rebased branch in the same order. Given the classification, we study real-world rebases with different levels of confidence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Num</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>matched</td>
<td>29,325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appended</td>
<td>6,625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inserted</td>
<td>569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reordered</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inserted &amp; appended</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inserted &amp; reordered</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appended &amp; reordered</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inserted &amp; appended &amp; reordered</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Results: Among 49,325 restored rebases, we find that 12,915 (26.2%) rebases have textual conflicts arose. For those “matched” and “appended” rebases, we are sure that all commits in the previous head branch have been reapplied in the same order. Then, we calculate the percentage of conflict rebases among those “matched” and “appended” rebases, and we find that 8,740 rebases out of 35,950 (24.3%) have textual conflicts. As shown in Fig. 7, for each repository, we calculate the percentages of those conflict rebases among “all” rebases and “matched+appended” rebases. Examining those few cases that the percentages vary between different types, we find that the total numbers of rebases are small. For example, the conflict percentages (i.e., 66.7% and 100.0%) of “seata/seata” commits in the previous head branch have been reapplied in the same order. Given the classification, we study real-world rebases with different levels of confidence.

![Fig. 7. The proportions of conflict rebases (Y-axis) with different types for 82 repositories (X-axis).](https://github.com/marketplace/dependabot-preview)

D. RQ4: How do developers resolve textual conflicts?

1) Method: To investigate how developers resolve textual conflicts, we need to identify what conflicts arise and what changes in the rebased branch are made to resolve conflicts.

In this question, we do not consider those rebases classified as missing, since we do not have strong evidence that the commits in the rebased branch contain changes resolving conflicts arose by reapplying the commits in the previous branch. Hence, in this research question, we focus on non-missing rebases and respectively examine these rebases that have different types.

To investigate the efforts made to resolve conflicts, we study the content of the final merge version. If all lines of the merge version can be found in the relevant versions of the rebase scenario (i.e., the merge base, our version, and their version), we consider this file as “line-comb”. Looking into the content at the fine-grained level, if all tokens of the merge version can be found in relevant versions, we consider this file as “token-comb”. Otherwise, we consider it as “new-token”. If there is one file considered as “new-token”, we determine the resolution type of one conflict rebase as “new-token”. Otherwise, if there is one file considered as “token-comb”, we determine it as “token-comb”. Otherwise, we determine it as “line-comb”.

2) Results: As shown in Table III, we present the numbers of rebases that have conflicts resolved by different levels of effort. As for those “inserted” rebases, most of them introduce new tokens. It makes sense that changes by introducing new tokens are committed when developers add new commits.

---

10https://github.com/marketplace/dependabot-preview
As for those “matched” and “appended” rebases, we are sure that all commits in the previous head branch have been reapplied, and the matched commits in the rebased branch resolve conflicts. There are 2,118 out of 7,195 (29.4%) “matched” rebases and 431 out of 1,521 (28.3%) “appended” rebases have conflicts resolved by “new-token”. As we can see, the difference between these percentages is not significant. Looking at those Java files that have new tokens introduced, then we have 1,644 “matched” rebases and 299 “appended” rebases. Existing studies [9] [5] on explicit merges show that developers resolve conflicts by choosing parent versions in most cases, and developers may introduce new code to resolve conflicts in a few cases. Comparing to these studies, we also do not have strong evidence that developers have devoted more efforts to resolving conflicts when rebasing branches.

**Result 4:** Experimental results show that new tokens are introduced for 28.3%-29.4% of conflict rebases. And results indicate that developers adopt similar strategies used in explicit merge scenarios.

E. **RQ5:** Do developers add other changes when no textual conflicts arise during the rebase process?

1) **Method:** In this research question, we compare the branch rebased by ourselves with the collected rebased branch. As for those changed Java files, we use ChangeDistiller [26] to extract fine-grained changes. ChangeDistiller returns the change actions with the changed entities as fine-grained changes, and we combine the change action with the changed entity as the change type to study the differences. As for those changed Java files that have new tokens introduced, then we have 1,644 “matched” rebases and 299 “appended” rebases. Existing studies [9] [5] on explicit merges show that developers resolve conflicts by choosing parent versions in most cases, and developers may introduce new code to resolve conflicts in a few cases. Comparing to these studies, we also do not have strong evidence that developers have devoted more efforts to resolving conflicts when rebasing branches.

2) **Results:** To our surprise, we find 7,555 out of 22,111 (34.2%) non-conflict “matched” rebases in which the commits of the to-do list have been modified after being reapplied. For example, the author of the pull request #6208 of “Minecraft-Forge/MinecraftForge” deleted one method by the commit “0ebe4ed”. Then he rebased this branch whose head commit changes to “0f82f7e”, but this commit does not delete the method, even we can delete it without any textual conflicts.

As for those “appended” rebases, we compare the constructed rebased branch with the last matched commit in the rebased branch. Then, we find that differences exist in 414 out of 5,098 (8.1%) non-conflict “appended” rebases. Looking at these two significantly different percentages (i.e., 34.2% and 8.1%), we can give reasonable explanations on the decrease. Using the interactive mode, developers are able to modify the reapplied commit. However, without the interactive mode, developers can add new commits after rebasing successfully. Hence, it is reasonable that the percentage decreases.

In this question, we wonder what change types are prevalent among those non-conflict rebase scenarios in which the rebased branch has been modified. As shown in Table IV, we present the top-10 change types with the percentages of rebases in which the change type appears. Looking at the statistics in the study on bug fixes [27], we find that changes made during rebasing are obviously different from bug fixes. In other words, we can tell that developers may make changes during rebasing branches to complete other different goals. For example, the change “additional_functionality:method”, which intuitively requires a certain number of efforts, accounts for 11.38%. Consequently, it is difficult to automate the process of rebasing branches, as we fail to extract the exact oracles on these changes.

**Result 5:** Developers tend to introduce other changes when rebasing branches without textual conflicts, as we find that new changes are introduced in 34.2% of those non-conflict “matched” rebases.

### V. Threats to Validity

The main threats to the validity of our results correspond to the rebases collected. Note that, we collect rebases from pull requests only and other rebases that occur in other development activities still cannot be identified currently. Hence, although we take an important step in studying real-world rebases, our study may fail to provide the comprehensive view of rebases. Besides, projects written in other programming languages, hosted on other platforms, or developed with different methods, may have different requirements and needs when rebasing branches. The thresholds used to select popular projects are arbitrary and may have an impact on our conclusions. As we have collected a number of rebases from popular projects, we consider that our results still reflect the real situations of rebasing branches.
VI. DISCUSSION

A. Conflict Resolution

Similar to existing studies [9] [5] on explicit merges produced by “git merge”, our results also indicate that developers tend to make use of existing sources to have the final version during rebasing. Hence, our results suggest that developers can leverage existing techniques on resolving conflicts automatically to deal with the majority of rebases.

However, please note that the processes of resolving conflicts in “git merge” and “git rebase” are different. When developers use “git merge”, all conflicts would be listed once textual conflicts arise. However, when developers use “git rebase”, Git individually reapplies the commits of the to-do list. Once conflicts arise during the rebase process, developers need to resolve conflicts first, and then Git continues to reapply the remaining commits. There is a chance that these resolutions would conflict with these remaining commits in the to-do list. Hence, it is also necessary to assist developers in resolving conflicts by showing the impacts of committed resolutions on the following commits. For tool-builders and researchers, we suggest that we devote more efforts to examining the impacts of resolutions and providing usable tools to present these impacts to developers, especially when developers have many to-reapply commits.

The study [8] on real-world explicit merges shows that program elements involved in conflicts have more code smells. Our results indicate that similar problems may exist in rebases, as developers resolve conflicts with similar strategies. We suggest that developers pay more attention to code smells produced during the process of resolving rebase conflicts.

B. Validating Rebase

Based on the intuition that the merge should preserve the changed behaviors introduced in two branches, Sousa et al. [22] propose the contract of semantic conflict freedom to verify 3-way program merges. As shown in Fig. 8, there are four versions merge, ours, theirs and base involved in explicit and implicit merges. Note that, once developers introduce other changes $\Delta(merge', merge)$ (where merge' is created by Git) during merging, the contract may fail to work.

When developers use “git merge” with default settings to perform the merge without conflicts, the merge result will be committed into the repository. At the same time, there is no other intention involved in this merge. Hence, the contract can work well in most of the non-conflict explicit merges. Different from the workflow of “git merge”, developers often add more changes during the rebase process, as is shown in the results of RQ5. As a result, although no textual conflicts arise, developers’ other intentions (e.g., intentions on $\Delta(merge', merge)$ in the Fig. 8(b)) are introduced into the rebased branch. Consequently, it is not proper to use the notion of semantic conflict freedom to verify this implicit merge.

As shown in Fig. 8, if new introduced changes $\Delta(merge', merge)$ do not interfere with $\Delta(base, ours)$ or $\Delta(base, theirs)$, we can recreate the relevant branch, and then use the contract to investigate whether semantic conflicts arise. For example, if $\Delta(merge', merge)$ do not interfere with $\Delta(base, theirs)$, we can intuitively consider that $\Delta(base, ours)$ and $\Delta(merge', merge)$ represent the same intentions together. And then, after recreating the new version ours' by applying $\Delta(merge', merge)$ on ours, we can detect the semantic merge conflicts on four version (base, ours', theirs, merge). Otherwise, if these new changes $\Delta(merge', merge)$ do interfere with $\Delta(base, ours)$ and $\Delta(base, theirs)$, we may tell that $\Delta(merge', merge)$ are introduced to resolve conflicts during merging. Hence, we need to identify all the conflicts in the merge scenario (base, ours, theirs, merge') and determine whether the undesired behavior of merge' has been changed in merge.

As introduced above, formally describing and determining the relationship between changes, is important in the process of validating rebases. We suggest that researchers investigate these relationships by mining more information on dependencies, documents, conversations in pull requests, etc.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this study, we collect a total of 51,183 rebase scenarios from 82 Java repositories hosted on GitHub. Our results show that developers often rebase head branches of pull requests, and rebasing is able to relieve the burden on reviewing changes and keep the evolutionary history clean. We find that textual conflicts arise in 24.3%-26.2% of rebases, and developers resolve conflicts by introducing new tokens only for 28.3%-29.4% of conflict rebases. We find that in 34.2% of non-conflict rebases, developers add new changes during the rebase process. Based on these results, for developers and researchers, we provide actionable implications on conflict resolutions and validating rebases. In future work, we plan to explore whether potential needs can be integrated into tools that assist developers’ work on software merging.
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